literature anthology, "but there wasn't enough room"), and the fitful attention essays receive from critics, how can there be an essay canon? Students in the nation's three thousand or so colleges and universities, even those who never meet a literature anthology, are almost sure to encounter essays in their required composition coursesmost likely in Readers. With the exception of obvious works of fiction and poetry that occasionally appear in essay anthologies, for the purposes of the subsequent analysis I am including the entire contents of these Readers-all the variant forms of nonfiction and satire that they publish. In these Readers, then, an essay, for practical purposes, is any piece of relatively short nonfiction prose that the book's editors select for their essay anthology-just as any piece of writing in a literature anthology is by definition literature. It is this operational definition that I will be using throughout the rest of my discussion of textbook Readers.
The critical definition of an essay as a short work of belletristic nonfiction that was understood throughout the formation of the nineteenth-century critical canon continues to prevail in contemporary critical discussions. From Montaigne's definition of the essay as "a trial, an attempt," through Adorno's discrimination between essays and articles, to contemporary definitions by William Gass, Wendell Harris ("Reflections"), Phillip Lopate, and others, the essay is seen as representing ideas in an associative and open-ended process of exploration and development. However, my operational definition differs from all of these. The essay canon derived from the twentieth-century canonical freshman composition Readers contains diverse kinds of nonfiction: besides belletristic (or personal) essays and those informational or programmatic essays sometimes called articles, there are a variety of other nonfiction prose forms, including memoir and character sketch; travel narrative and natural history; cultural, social, and political analysis or advocacy; a miscellany of philosophical statements, science writing, literary criticism, editorials, research reports; and satires and speeches. Teachers and textbooks use essay as a catchall term, as I do throughout this paper. When I refer to the essay canon I mean the multiple works of essayists rather than individual essays, with a few exceptions, following the practice used in canonical studies of poets, who are conventionally represented by multiple poems rather than single works (see Harold Bloom 548-67; Golding; Rasula).
Indeed, most editors of canonical Readers are vague about both the term and the concept, and this is intentional. As one editor of a prominent anthology-who shall remain nameless-explained, "We try not to define essay. That way we don't have to debate the status of Chief Seattle's speech, the Declaration of Independence, James Thurber's fables. We're going to include them, anyway." Even those Readers, such as the Bedford Reader and Subject and Strategy, that do define essay typically bury the definition in a glossary. As Randall Decker laments in Patterns of Exposition, "because of the wide and loose application of the term, no really satisfactory definition has been arrived at" (Glossary in all 14 editions-e.g. 4th ed. 351; emphasis added). Often editors substitute for essays textbooky terms such as selections, pieces, readings, materials, prose models.
To adopt a definition other than this pragmatic one would mean making critical decisions that would override the pedagogical decisions of the Readers' editors, attempting to assess the literary merits and technical features of innumerable items treated in the textbooks as essays but of questionable status even in this protean genre. To substitute a critical canon for a pedagogical one would confound the purposes of this research. Are speeches essays? Not only the Gettysburg Address, but "We Will Fight According to a strict (or even a loose) belletristic definition, none of these works would "count" as essays. However, were I to be such a strict constructionist, I'd be basing my study on my personal canon, not a sound basis for the comprehensive scope of this analysis. So, for the operative purposes of this study, whatever is in essay anthologies that isn't poetry or fiction is an essay-even material that in contexts other than Readers would have a different label. That's what textbook editors and teachers call this material, an unacknowledged convention.
Length, like other dimensions of size (height, weight), has a culturally determined sense of what is right. In an era of shrunken newspaper editorials and soundbite-sized newsmagazines, students seem to feel that an essay is long if it's over ten pages. Just as contemporary poetry anthologies favor lyrics over epics, most Readers favor material that is either short to start with or that can be custom-cut to fit the anthology's format. (Two anthologies, A World of Ideas and Ways of Reading, are atypical in using extremely long excerpts from even longer essays and chapters.) In practice, the possibility of excerpting means that any prose work of any length is (un)fair game. Although Woolf's Room of One's Own and Thoreau's Civil Disobedience rank high in the canon, these long works are invariably excerpted. "Grant and Lee," a short section from A Stillness at Appomattox and a rare example of pure comparison and contrast, has attained canonical status, although editors seldom reprint anything else of Catton's.
Abridgments are a staple of all sorts of anthologies, not only in literature but in every academic discipline. Truncated readings appear to perturb neither students nor teachers (perhaps themselves educated via anthologies, given the pervasiveness of "the Nortons" and "the Oxfords" in all realms of literature). Indeed Arthur Eastman, editor-in-chief of the first eight editions of the Norton Reader held firm to the principle that no essay in the book should exceed five thousand words-and although thirty-one years later his successor as editor-in-chief, Linda Peterson, abandoned this practice with the ninth edition (personal communications with Eastman and Peterson), the practice of editorial surgery flourishes in Readers as it does in anthologies of other literary modes. Teachers who dislike abridgments can assign entire works. Students fed a diet of Works Lite through elementary and high school have learned to accept abridgments as the literary norm; it is whole works that are anomalous. It could be argued that when coverage-of a period, a canon, a field, even the long works of a single author-must be accomplished in a semester or a year, a hefty anthology does the job better and more cheaply than the alternatives. (But can blades of grass suffice for Leaves of Grass?)
A good case can be made for reprinting integrated, relatively self-contained, sections of book-length works-most commonly, excerpts from treatises on particular subjects such as Carl Sagan's Nuclear Winter, Rachel Carson's Silent Spring, and Deborah Tannen's You Just Don't Understand, and from autobiographies. For instance, Thoreau's "Where I Lived and What I Lived For," Frederick Douglass's "Resurrection" (recounting his liberating fistfight with the oppressive overseer Covey), Mark Twain's "Uncle John's Farm," Malcolm X's "Hair/My First Conk," Maya Angelou's "Graduation," and Richard Rodriguez's "Aria" (can you guess which titles editors have supplied?) are typographically set off from the rest of the autobiographies in which they appear. Yet this practice leaves us with a bizarre textual synecdoche, in which a small part of a long text attains canonical status as a self-contained work. Reader (1967) appeared. However, one book led to another, and another, and another, until we decided to study Readers published throughout the entire half-century, beginning with the end of World War II. This fifty-year span was a period of many major changes in higher education: the shift from prewar elitism to postwar democracy-in admissions and ultimately in curriculum; the opening up of community colleges, urban univer-sities, and evening and weekend programs alongside traditional four-year schools; the expansion of a college education as a right for all-including women, minorities, immigrants, first-generation college students, and the underprepared. This time span also encompasses the major conceptual reorientation in teaching writing, from imitation of prose models to an emphasis on writing processes, reading, and critical thinking. These changes, we reasoned, would be reflected not only in the individual Readers but in major changes in the essay canon itself. To our surprise, we discovered that the canon itself has remained surprisingly stable over the past fifty years. Harris's observations on the "glacially changing core" of canons in general-that "authors once a part of the diachronic canon retain at least a minimal cachet; they may be relegated to a canonical attic but rarely to the trash can" ("Canonicity" 113)-hold true for essays as they do for other genres of literature. We reasoned that not all textbooks were equally influential and that the canon should be derived from the most influential textbooks, those published in multiple editions, presumably with sufficient course adoptions to warrant continuing publication, and continual revision to ensure adaptation to the market. Thus we decided to examine every edition of any Reader that had been published in four or more editions between 1946 and 1996. Because new editions are ordinarily published three or more years apart, a canonical Reader, according to this criterion, would have been published for a dozen or more years and would presumably have enough sales to warrant these successive incarnations. Relatively large textbook sales ranging upward from 2,000-3,000 a year (not counting the elusive used-book market) over the long term are a rough measure of a given Reader's influence. Because publishers will not reveal their sales figures, however, the number of editions must serve as an approximation.
In his Memoir of the Norton Reader Gordon Sabine estimates that the industry leader sold an astronomical 1,500,000 copies in the first eight editions-sales approximating 43,000 copies annually (100).
This Nevertheless, essays, broadly conceived, are the lingua franca of the American academy. Even if students call their assigned reading "stories" and their assigned writing "papers," it is "essays" that they read in any of the two hundred composition anthologies on the market in any given year, which collectively publish about 13,000 essays, and "essays" that they write. Except for Atwan's Best American Essays annual, currently in its thirteenth year, and an upstart rival, Phillip Lopate's Anchor Essay Annual, there is no predictable, widely accessible gathering place for essays in twentiethcentury America other than these textbook anthologies.
To arrive in the canon, an essay must travel a long and arduous journey, the survival of the teachable. It must first be discovered. The editors of canonical textbooks are, as a group, omnivorous yet discriminating readers, eager for new authors, new subjects, and new treatments of familiar topics. But they can't read every nonfiction piece published in English (Writer'sMarket annually lists some 4,000 publications, not including 90,000 professional journals). So they (and significant others-colleagues, spouses, graduate assistants-they have enlisted in their quest) read around in highbrow and sometimes middlebrow periodicals. Nor is an essay necessarily canonical because it is critically esteemed; as we've already established, critics generally ignore essays. This doesn't mean that essays can't be distinguished, brilliant, or excellent models-just that such criteria are not essential for an essay to arrive in the canon or to stay there.
Once an essay has been discovered, to attain canonicity it must be not only liked, but sufficiently well liked to have been reprinted, according to my criteria, twenty or more times over a fifty-year period. This is not an exorbitant standard of affection. Most publishers have a broad spectrum of Readers: the equivalent of a stripped-down economy vehicle; a general purpose model; a minivan; a truck; a sportscar; and an elegant, fine-tuned top-of-the-line model. The sponsoring editor usually determines the type of Reader to meet the competition. For example, will it be brief or bulky? Will it be arranged according to modes of discourse, contemporary issues, or a particular theme-such as ecology or multiculturalism? The Reader's niche profoundly influences the anthologist's choice of essays. In theory, the more features that make an essay appealing to an anthologist, the greater its chances for canonicity. In actuality, the importance of any given feature in a particular textbook depends on the anthologist's taste, judgment, and experience and on the textbook publisher's in-house editorial influence, supplemented by external reviews of the manuscript-in-progress.
To become a candidate for canonicity, an essay first must satisfy the anthologist's criteria for teachability; then it must balance intellectually, politically, and rhetorically with the rest of the book; it must contribute aesthetically; and its permission-to-reprint must be affordable. The consistent exception to the following analysis is Ways of Reading, with its deliberate focus on "long and complicated texts" (Bartholomae and Petrosky v), many highly theoretical, and on innovative ways of reading them.
1. Criteria of teachability. Whether and how an essay will (or is imagined to) work in the classroom is the overriding concern for including it in a Reader of any type, and for re-assessing its reprinting in subsequent editions.
a. Level of difficulty. How much do teachers have to know or learn in order to teach this work (a particular concern for administrators of courses with multiple sections, new TAs, or teachers assigned to sections on short notice)? Will students understand its concepts and vocabulary, with or without a lot of explanation in class? Is it intellectually appropriate for them? Is it too technical, too allusive, too arty for students to stick with it? b. Suitability for the level and type of course the anthology is targeting. Is the essay amenable to a particular teaching philosophy or method? Does it suit the orientation to reading and learning that the anthology is intended to promote? c. Length. Is the essay short enough (say, under 5,000 words) to be discussed in one or two class periods? If not, can it be excerpted-and with how much violence to the text? Well-written short works of any genre-think of lyric poetry-are tightly and conspicuously structured. To leave out the opening paragraphs forces a later segment to serve as a beginning, despite argumentative or rhetorical devices that signal "middle." Nor can a midsection double rhetorically as a conclusion; the author didn't set it up to end the piece, and it will invariably sound sawed-off, as if the author had stopped in mid-. Moreover, omissions throw off the proportioning of the entire work; excerpting violates the balance between beginning, middle, and end. Rapport-talk and Report-talk" has thirteen sections ranging from two to eight paragraphs. Although the book as a whole is well integrated, many of these short sections appear to be self-contained, and can thus be excised as single, free-standing units that require little or no editorial intervention. Clearly a book born to be anthologized! I predict that the ten to fifteen additions to the canon by the end of the decade will come from a pool of writings in various disciplines that share the features of Tannen's work. Or else they will be self-contained essays or op-ed pieces by belletristic writers and journalists, particularly women, minority, and ethnic authors of diverse class backgrounds, political allegiances, sexual orientations, and disabilities. Thus tomorrow's canonical authors, arriving in today's anthologies-you're reading it here first-will include such shoo-ins as these: Gloria Anzaldua, Judith Ortiz Cofer, Lucy Grealy, Jamaica Kincaid, Henry Louis Gates, Jr., Gary Soto, Amy Tan, Patricia A. Williams, Terry Tempest Williams. Shelby Steele's essay, "On Being Black and Middle Class," a well-written argument from a controversial (but not too controversial) perspective, is almost irresistible. First published in Commentary in 1988, reprinted by Atwan in 1989, then widely anthologized between 1991 and 1995, it seems headed for the charts. Because it is not of comparable literary quality, Sucheng Chan's 1989 "And You're Short, Besides!", on overcoming discrimination as a self-described "physically handicapped Asian American woman," is less likely to endure. I would, however, lay even money on such exciting writers as Hilton Als, Chang-rae Lee, Arundhati Roy, Luc Sante, and Le Thi Diem Thiiyand I am not a gambling woman.
THE ESSAY CANON AND IMPLICATIONS FOR UNDERGRADUATE EDUCATION
Why is the freshman textbook enterprise, with its opportunity to transform dramatically the ways students participate in the world as readers and writers, so essentially conservative? The perseverance of the canonical essayists in the canonical texbtooks confirms Thomas Kuhn's observations on the normative state of scientific textbooks as conservators of received knowledge rather than as innovators. Each sales representative is promoting books that compete not only against the comparable works of other publishers, but against other works in the publisher's own line-a practice intensified by mergers that combine, for instance, Little Brown HarperCollins Addison Wesley Longman, and the textbook lines of each. This competition, as well as editors' human inertia, exerts conservative pressures. The winnowing never stops, but it does conserve. New editions of a book appear every three or four years, not because the contents or the pedagogy are outdated, but because the extensive recycling of used books and publishers' sample copies extinguishes the bulk of new book sales at this point. To justify the publication of a subsequent edition, 25-35 percent of the selections in the previous edition must be replaced, but not necessarily with new works; material from earlier editions may be reinstated, and readings may be imported from the anthologies of others. Publishers solicit reviews of tables of contents from instructors who have used or might use the book, and from a few who have rejected it, but seldom from actual student readers. Essays that are taught and will be taught again remain. The rest are discarded, regardless of merit, unless the anthologist can convince an in-house editor to retain a favorite ugly duckling. Because most reviewers indicate that they don't use most new authors and published student essays in class, there is pressure to replace the rejected fare with tantalizing new morsels-authors and topics dujour to tempt the prospective adopter. Thus the chances are high that an earlier edition's familiar material will be retained, and that its new material will be replaced by even newer material that fits into the slots vacated by its temporary predecessors (see my "Making Essay Connections"). These practices have an inescapably conservative bias in favor of familiar canonical works.
Teachability is, however, not replicability; if these books enabled students to re-create canonical essays they'd create a new generation of potentially canonical essayists-but then, students who read Moby-Dick and "The Waste Land" don't write works like these either. Anthologized essays that depend on the sophisticated writer's depth or breadth of understanding of an issue ("Letter from Birmingham Jail") or disciplinary field (anything by, say, Lewis Thomas, Stephen Jay Gould, Bertrand Russell, William James, Karl Jung, or Sigmund Freud) are intended not for replication but for the intellectual stimulation of student writers. It usually takes more years than student writers have experienced to attain the technical finesse and stylistic and emotional daring that characterize the work of belletristic essayiststhough their subjects, organizational patterns, tone, and perspective are nevertheless expected to provide students with models of thinking and writing.
All anthologies (not just Readers) deracinate their material-old or new-from its original context and replant it in the anthologist's soil. There the anthologist usually cuts, espaliers, grafts, and otherwise trims the added work to fit in with the rest of the selections, on which s/he has performed comparable operations. These normative activities of the anthology editor make what Golding says of the teaching canon in poetry equally applicable to the essay canon:
The teacher-editor needs to accommodate extracanonical work if he or she is to represent the current state of poetry with any accuracy. When a textbook anthology such as The Norton Anthology of Poetry canonizes poetic outsiders, however, it renders their work culturally and intellectually harmless. What one might call this detoxification of potent work has its sources in the interpretive community's survival instinct, and the fact that if a pluralist literature is to be taught, it must be systematized. Ning's exceptional Reader response notwithstanding, a problem even bigger than the recontextualization of a Reader's essays lies in the reductive ways in which editors' study questions encourage students to read them. For the most part, these questions have throughout the fifty-year period of this study embedded a philosophy of reading and writing that encourages students to be passive, obedient, and reverent; they read to unlock the meaning of the text, and write to understand and appreciate its meaning or replicate its matter, mode, or manner (see Scholes (132-62) , although neither Faigley nor Slevin offers alternative study questions that would encourage, for instance, discussions "of whose interests are at stake in a particular conflict," or "how the language writers use is related to those interests" (Faigley 161-62) . Whether the adoption of alternative "powerful conceptual models" in composition textbooks across the board would elevate the essay from the declasse status to which twentiethcentury formalist criticism has consigned it remains to be seen. But, as we approach the new millennium, rescue is at hand from other sources.
THE FUTURE OF THE ESSAY CANON
The future of the essay canon is, of course, inextricably intertwined with the future of the essay. If essays were a dying genre, written by dead people in a dead language, their lowly status during much of the twentieth century would lead us to predict their death in the twenty-first. Happily, as we near the millennium there is new and abundant life in this revitalized genre.
For the essay in contemporary America "has joined the modern world," as Annie Dillard says (xx). No longer need essays be treated as "synonymous with literary criticism," written about literature rather than being literature themselves (see Scholes, chapter 1). No longer need essays be considered anemic, genteel, old-fashioned, written by failed novelists or trivializers of the ephemeral. Essays are now being written, as Atwan explains, "in the same imaginative spirit as fiction and poetry," and with comparable artistry, by writers daring and determined to write with elegant toughness about tough subjects, determined to resist "the plodding memoir, the facile discovery of identity, the predictable opinion, the unearned assertion" (Introduction 6, 9). Dillard and Atwan are partisans of essays, however, and we will know the essay has truly come of age when writers-essayists and critics alike-can discuss it without defining it; we should know it when we see it. What we will come to recognize as the essay canon in the new millennium is today in flux, as canons always are, however glacial their rate of change.
The essay canon as you have seen it here is in the process of transformation from an inadvertent to a deliberate canon, as our literary nation undergoes a process of "essay warming" (see, for instance, DuPlessis). The Creative Nonfiction categories of MFA programs thriving around the country are a sign that essays matter. Writers identify themselves as "essayists," their work is awarded prizes in "creative nonfiction" categories of contests, and (since 1993) is published in Creative Nonfiction. Essays continue to appear, as they have throughout the twentieth century, in magazines little and big, specialized and general, on newspaper op-ed pages-and in every fresh- As we have seen, essays-the Cinderella genre-have been steadily climbing up from the basement in the House of Literature to reclaim their place wherever serious but pleasurable reading is done. Certainly as long as essays are taught as the academy's lingua franca there will be an essay canon, hardy and versatile, that students will read. If tomorrow's students approach these essays in the spirit in which they were written, or were discovered by receptive readers such as Ning Yu, they will also be inspired to understand and appreciate the ideals of a free society, a liberal education-truth, justice, the spirit of inquiry. In this ethos they will learn to think critically, and to write with some measure, we can hope, of the eloquence and elegance that reside in the most distinguished essays they read. Whether the critical stepsisters reconfigure the critical canon to make a place for essays is far less important than that common readers and writers, and, yes, composition teachers, will surely continue to take this most attractive genre to the dance. Because of space restrictions, this list includes only titles, numbers of editions, and dates; names of editors and publishers, both of which change frequently, have been omitted. The complete bibliography will be published in The Essay Canon.
